CURRENT HAPPENINGS

Education Form

Dr. Carl L. Byrert, associate superintendcnt of curriculum for the Detroit Public School System, will be the featured speaker at an education forum on Saturday, December 2 on the UMSL campus. His topic will be "Education in the Urban Setting.'

Dr. Byrert, a former assistant superintendent of the Clayton, Missouri Public School System, has been active in instruction and curriculum programs for many years. Through his work in the Detroit schools he has been involved in several special projects aimed at solving the problems of large urban schools.

All students and faculty may attend the forum for free of charge. Others must pay a three dollar fee. The forum is sponsored by the UMSL School of Education and the Extension Division.

For Scholastic Day

As part of his study to determine the feasibility of developing a police science curriculum in colleges and universities, the UMSL Extension Division is attempting to assess student interest in police science. All students interested in the field of law enforcement should see Mr. John Schwartz in the Extension Division if they wish to aid in surveying opinion.

Mary Collet, Current Editor, celebrated her birthday today. Happy birthday today, Mary Collet.

Shattered Backboard Postpones Tourney

by Marty Hendin, Associate Sports Editor

The UMSL Rivermen will have to wait until 6:40 p.m. on Tuesday, December 10, to play in the first and consecutive championship in the Concordia Basketball Tournament. The championship game against the host Concordia from 12:30 p.m. until December 12 when a UMSL player broke the backboard during a game. The backboard was not available.

The Rivermen reached the finals by defeating SIU at Edwardsville 96-81, and McKeen 95-82 during the first and last hand in the second round. The UMSL, at the middle of the season, is in the tournament's final hour. Their win against 12-14-14-1, the first and last hand in the second round.

The UMSL, at the middle of the season, is in the tournament's final hour. Their win against 12-14-14-1, the first and last hand in the second round.

Students Vote on NSA Referendum

by Carol Pratt

Three resolutions submitted by the United States National Student Association are being reviewed and will be voted on in a school-wide election late in December. The proposed resolutions are: "Black Power Legislation," "The Draft," and "Non-Enabling Drug Laws."

Referendum Stirs Student Interest

by Bob Rick

The National Student Association and its three-part referendum concerning black power, the draft, and the present drug laws, has stirred up an unusual amount of interest on campus.

The freshmen and sophomore classes are attempting to solicit opinions concerning the referenda from their members. The freshmen, using their weekly meetings to discuss them, are also supplementing this with a suggestions box in order to obtain the maximum number of opinions on these issues.

Possibly the greatest interest in the referenda has been displayed by Chuck Wilson, freshman social science major, who initiated a petition to bring the referenda issues to a campus-wide vote. Seven hundred students signed the petition.

Wilson, who believes that UMSL senators do not represent their campus, also hopes that the reference from the hands of the senate and placing it in the hands of the students will be a step toward democratic participation in the university government: "Even if we don't get a 45% vote, I think that this action will lead to more democratic politics on campus.

Fromm Considers Alienation

A Major Social Problem

by Ron Volk

Dr. Erich Fromm, noted psychiatrist and social critic, told an overflow crowd in Washington University's Graham Chapel Friday, November 17, that people in the United States feel unloved in the world of society.

In the opening comments of his lecture, Dr. Fromm said that the use of the referendum for crucial decisions would afford citizens a chance to take part in governmental operations, rather than to feel powerless and become inclined toward violence.

Some of Dr. Fromm's examples were from his books, particularly the "Silence."

Dr. Fromm continually stressed society's "addiction to consume," an addiction that makes humans passive machines that are programmed to "consume whatever is offered to you, and then you go to bed."

He also declared that people should not be so wedded to psychiatrists who possibly know less about a subject than one would suppose.
OPEN LETTER FROM MIKE HUGHES

Much has been said recently by students on the freedom of speech and how it must be allowed in a free society. But these students have been organized and conducted when this basic freedom appears to be encroached upon. Our society is based on freedom of speech and this cannot be tolerated; this would not be a democracy otherwise. Leaders of student anti-Arab demonstrations and other self-styled and legitimate causes have demanded that this right be protected from infringement.

That position of free speech loses validity, however, when we consider the fact that there is a right of privacy. When they deny official bodies the freedom to speak on the government's position in Viet Nam. Dean Russi, Secretary of State, is representing the United States Government and as such must be given the same courtesy and consideration as the action itself. The reason would be that he has his right of speech; also the parallel right of others to hear what he has to say. This cannot be permitted by the society; it shows the irresponsibility and discourtesy of the demonstrators, many of whom are also advocates of student power which employs the same show of irresponsibility.

Michael Hughes, President
UML Student Association

UPO CALENDAR

Mon. Dec. 4 ARCHIBALD SCHOOL -- Open Receiving Call
Mon. Dec. 4 PERSISTENT (Calculator-Addition Machine Div.) -- Financi! One's Business, Marketing
Mon. Dec. 4 U.S. MARINE CORPS -- Open Recruiting

Tues. Dec. 5 NEW YORK LIFE INS. -- All Ban Majors -- Elev

Tues. Dec. 5 COMMUNITY SCHOOL DEBT -- Granville City, Ill. -- E. Childhood, Elementary Education

Wed. Dec. 6 BENTHER RESOLVED -- Open Receiving Call

Wed. Dec. 6 U.S. NAVY -- Open Recruiting

Thurs. Dec. 7 PROCTOR & GAMBLE -- Interviewing for positions in sales and sales management

Letters to the Editor

Dear editor:

This past Saturday night it was my privilege to attend a performance of "Rope Dancers" at the University's Performing Arts Center. The performance was produced by the newly formed Actors' Workshop, under the direction of Dr. George Butterworth.

The production was a unique and original piece of work. The actors, under the guidance of Dr. Butterworth, presented a story that was both entertaining and thought-provoking. The use of lighting, sound, and set design added to the overall atmosphere of the performance.

The performance was followed by a discussion with the cast and crew, which provided insights into the creative process and the meaning behind the production. The audience was engaged and participated actively in the conversation, asking questions and offering feedback.

Overall, "Rope Dancers" was a remarkable achievement and a testament to the talent and hard work of its creators. I highly recommend attending future performances by the Actors' Workshop and supporting their artistic endeavors.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Robert MacKenzie
Intensely yellow-red flashing the lights spiralled out then in as we laughed deeply forgetting last thoughts

A play with subtitles?
Watched and being--I think I'm scared hold me outside is a nickel flick.

Linda Sue Daniels

Stranger Than Days

When the green crystalline cat shattered at the highest note, the keeper of madam's zoo cried to see the demise of a Beautiful Animal.
When the thin stripes slit the window the flash revealed the speed of emptiness in a brilliant tone.
When the blue nother's cold glove was spirited off to the field of black lilies, a percussive wall rose.
The entire philharmonic notion died in the night and the final rites were celebrated with the golden pastoral of a resilvered mirror.

E. McGarry

Civilization Passing, As You Please

Tramp, tramp--clunk...trring...SEEEEERRRRE--Pov!
in the midst of the mournful mess there can be seen a congregation of thoughtless thinkers; makers of War...
German spies with telescopes eyes Are crawling on the ground as American Legionnaires parade by.....
Accompanied by Sousa's Ragtime War Band,
(That's S.R.W.B. for short--historians take note)
Pancho Villa on a bicycle-butler- for-two, chases about in a spree a Seph with can with no wings (but it's only R.O.P.)...at the same time Hitler, speaking through a straw, while standing on end, on an orange-crate; bugs and all is giving his call...Somebody named Roosevelt just cut himself with a sword--too bad...O yea, Liberty was just hanged but no one seems to C.A.R.E....
After all there's much more punch left, And if you wear ear muffles you can hardly hear the children cry.

Ronald S. Penski

Society's Dupe

Child of the status quo:
of that which is and must never change of sacred morals
empty and meaningless
the products of acceptance not conviction
of cruelty
of destruction disguised as patriotism of kindness
of murder called freedom.
For another's standards you kill
for empty phrases you spread terror
for unquestioned answers you inflict pain on a long-suffering world.
For your dumb acceptance you stand accused.

L. Haines

Xmas
droopick, crazydog witches
ride burning c. trees
all the gray long.
tawdry-crawed women
shambing around downtown
in everdreaming blurs.
crypt-eyed, green-bottomed children
clamour to be told tales of blood and gore.
It is that time of love
they forget; ignore; implore
to fill ballies.

J. C. Snareyberg
Xmas

The woman in celluloid steps off the dream bus and sets up her cart at Sevens and St. Charles.

She tells the people passing by, clutching light little sacks, that the sun is the star atop the Famous-Barr Christmas tree.

Suddenly, the sun shines exotically from the top of the wire loops of the tree. She calls to the taxi-cabs, bumber to bumber on the one-way streets, and pleads with them to beware of the stainless-steel arch, for it is the serpent that rose gasping and dripping from the river of no man.

The cabs collide and show their venomous entrails; the arch pours its infectious metal light into every mouth and window.

Before her upraised hands sever give forth their contents, gutters run with unnameable changing forms—all of which are frozen to resemble the concrete roadways.

Men, women, cars, dogs, wheelchairs pass over without noticing as the woman in celluloid gasses her teeth in fear.


In time with her cart, children break from their mothers’ hands and dance like harlequins.

"Scream of the street lamp; flowering of face-mystery?"

The buildings burn red with the last of the sunlight.

At the post office square, the salvation army ring carols and ring bells. She listens and thinks of the dog wandering past tires on the orange level of the parking garage, smelling the ground for fool.

Jerome Keene

---

King Louie

"You shouldn't let him upset you," she said, "he's only a baby."

Poor little thing, thought Louie.

"I can't help it," he said.

"Maybe you should see a psychiatrist."

"No, me see a psycho." Louie began to laugh. It felt good. "Me see a psycho?" he repeated. "You're the one who needs a shrink, little mother." The words, "little mother," struck Louie as hilarious. He laughed once again. "You need a shrink, you and everyone else," he said.

"Ha ha," he said. "They're ugly, stupid, and they smell bad. They require too much attention. He's changed my life. Everything revolves around him."

"Don't you ever feel sorry for the poor little thing?"

"What about me? Don't you feel sorry for me?"

"I'm sorry, but when I think of the fun we could have had, God, do!"

"I'm not."

"I'm not."

"I'll be a gas," he said. "They're ugly, stupid, and they smell bad. They require too much attention. He's changed my life. Everything revolves around him."

"Don't you ever feel sorry for the poor little thing?"

"What about me? Do you feel sorry for me?"

"I am."

"You know that's not true."

"Do I?"

"I don't care whether you know it or not."

"What about me? Do you still love me?"

"Not when you're like this." Louie moved away from her and looked out the window at the street and sidewalks below. Two teenage girls in tight shorts walked down the sidewalk at the far side of the street, one with a transistor radio glued to her ear.

"You still haven't answered my question," she said. She moved close once again and began stroking his thigh. "Hmm, thought Louie. He lay back on the divan, pulling her tightly against himself. She pressed her cheek tightly against his.

"Louie," she whispered softly, "I'm pregnant."

G. Varvares
Genesis

It was in 1967 that the good doctor had himself frozen but it wasn’t until the tremendous heat thirty-three years later that he opened his eyes to see the amazing new world.

Doctor Francis Gaea woke from his long sleep when his frozen capsule melted. He looked out onto a sea of black ashes where the horizon met a red sky. Even the sun fell victim to a futile war.

He shouted, but no one answered. Doctor Francis Gaea was the last man on earth; he was the master of everything—king of nothing.

“LIGHT,” boomed a voice from above.

A blazing ball of white fire rolled from the heavens and illuminated the black and barren earth.

A day passed, and the good doctor waited silently and watched attentively.

On the second day he heard the roar "FIRMAMENT!" and the heavens opened, revealing the beauty of azure skies. That night the moon and stars emerged while Gaea knelt in quiet meditation.

Responding to the Creator’s command, two great oceans appeared, and torrents of rain filled the tiny tributaries.

On the fourth day the trees and fruits of nature bloomed, Gaea huddled under their full limbs.

On the fifth day the air was given life, and the seas were granted fish, and Gaea feasted on the new gifts. On the sixth day Doctor Gaea feasted on the new gifts.

On the sixth day Doctor Gaea addressed the Lord, "Oh most Almighty, Creator of all things, let me live to tell of your marvelous power, and all mankind will adore you forever."

Gaea was struck by a bolt of lightning and was reduced to a small pile of loam and ash.

On the seventh day God rested—for there will be no man in the new world.

Pat Patterson

Milestone?

The newspaper you are holding in your hands is a milestone. It’s a milestone in the history of the University of Missouri at St. Louis because it is the first literary magazine, newspaper, journal, or publication of any sort that has appeared more than once.

On schedule even.

Let’s see … In the Spring of 1956, what was the official literary magazine of the University appeared—The Grill, Steve Plax, editor; John Hackett, faculty sponsor. The necessary detailed budget was not submitted the following fall, so the Grill died after the first issue—the normal course of events for literary magazines of any kind, anywhere, we might note. The Grill did appear again the following year, the evening of the Spring Arts Festival, renamed The Quirk—same material, simply a new cover and a new name. The attempt to get rid of the remaining 250 copies of the original resulted in a very just and poetic fire, consuming the end about 100 copies.

The arts festival did produce Bag #1, however, which was just that—a mixed bag of all the things that were readily available to Mr. Knoll, the faculty sponsor. #2 threatened to appear for a long time, but was aborted with the prospect of the subsidization and regularity of a newspaper.

It is interesting to note that only one student, J.C. Snarrenberg, has appeared in all three publications. This indicates something about the depth of student talent, until now barely tapped. Like all literary mags, the GI’s function is to reflect and produce student material that is going unnoticed. So far it has been fairly successful.

Eds.

Freshman Faux Pas

The works of Ovid and Martial depict many acts considered new. Actually sexual activities are quite universal in practice.

Fried developed many theories concerning sex and love. People began to read and wonder about these theories and finally decided to test them. I think the best thing we could do is to have a well-rounded world.

The great authors we have studied this semester, taken together, would fill a tomb of great value and meaning for us all.

It is up to the father to maintain his self-respect and to be a paragon to his wife and children.

When we are out in public we want to put our feet first.

These are the various facets of the character’s personality.

Having rotted in the damp cellar, my brother was unable to sell any of the potatoes.

International peace will never be achieved until we wipe out our enemies.

It is really hard when you find out something you think is really original and “how true!” etc., and then find out that there is a corny old saying already about it.

In order to have a happy courtship, one should have a good conception of happiness.

A periodic sentence is a sentence which is an everyday sentence used to replace forgettable thoughts.

In writing about furnishings for an ideal room, a student wanted to have a “Chester drawera” and an “ramp around couch.”

Achilles thrust his sword into Lycooon’s throat, thereby permitting him to breathe his last.

A person who has contracted leprosy is a leper.

Goethe was written by Schiller.

While conservatism may be an acceptable trend in U.S. politics, Barry Goldwater is not.

Having never attended college before myself gives me the opportunity to develop to the fullest extent my study habits and MIA time.

The 100 Years War started in 1337 and lasted for several years.

He was a most successful young man and the son of the Mayo brothers.

About 90% of the population during the Middle Ages were peasants.

Francisco Franco is the Queen of Spain.

There were lots of religious sex on the western frontier in the Colonial Period.

Matt Dillon never did anything with a woman beneath him.

The Green Insert is edited by Gerald M. Knoll and Richard F. Lowenstein; the art is edited by J.C. Snarrenberg. If you have publishable material just drop it in our bag in Room 338, Benton Hall.

We inadvertently omitted the names of two contributors to the first issue of The Green Insert: Philip Dacey, an English Instructor, wrote the poem from The Book of Chinese Pottery and Varvares wrote the poem "parapramanonninwil."
Veterans on Vietnam

I was a combat soldier. I served in Saigon right after the Dien regime fell in November, 1963. I think back on our own revolution when those British played dirty pool and their German soldiers we now call mercenaries to defeat the communists. We are now doing exactly the same thing in Vietnam with the South Korean soldiers. We not only put economic pressure on Korea, but we are actually paying their soldiers the extra money to fight in Vietnam, and we call them allies. And this kind of military help which President Johnson holds up to America and to the world "consensus" support for our presence in Vietnam.

To help bring peace to Vietnam Johnson should immediately recognize the NLF as a viable political unit in Viet Nam, for so much what U.S. government propaganda says, the NLF does have popular support in South Vietnam—probably more than our military puppets Thieu and Ky.

John Collins

Reader's Forum

Vietnam... Black Power... Identity... Existential Angst... God is dead... Social Justice... Here's a real life and death question we'd like our readers to consider. In next month's Reader's Forum—What should be done about the ducks when the pond freezes over? The Hidden Caufieldian question is still with us, and suggestions, responses, gags, arguments, debates and answers are in order before the freeze sets in. What do you think?

A list which becomes more lengthy daily describes the war in Vietnam. It is an economic war, a psychological war, a war to preserve democracy, a war to stop communism, a war a moral war, an immoral war, a war sprouting from ignorance, a war stemming from poverty, a philosophical war, a civil war, a war to uphold principles, a war to halt aggression, a capitalist war... and finally a war, which like the last war, cannot technologically be ended. It is a war which can only be ended by us.

Hawks, doves, and those somewhere in between all have opinions and solutions. If anyone has missed these they can be heard in any bar.

"What we oughta do is drop nuclear bombs on Hanol and then give Peking and Moscow some of the same. We've been getting pushed around too long."

"Bring our boys home and stop the draft. We don't owe those people anything. Our boys are gettin' killed over there for nothing. Let's take care of the problems we get at home."

"We need to fight a limited war. Show the Communists we're not going to give in. Feed those people, give them aid, cure their diseases, and educate them to govern and protect themselves. Then we can get out."

Of course a great deal more could be said. I've only tried to summarize the two extremes and the middle. That is all fine, I've read editorials and essays on many points of view. Whatever the position, if it is well-written, it is convincing. These positions are all rational and logical. They all have an answer. They consist of facts, explanations, and conclusions. None of these "appeals to our reason" seem to have made any progress.

It is odd but when the problem of Vietnam is discussed it is usually discussed in terms of groups. These are our warlords, our communists, our political parties, religious institutions, demonstrations, and many others that fall under these headings. Yet, basically, it is individuals, not organizations, that the war is concerned with.

What can be said about Vietnam? This can be said: deaths, individual deaths, ugly senseless deaths are taking place there. Thinking of individuals automatically brings several questions into my mind. Weren't these individuals before there were nations? Weren't nations formed by individuals? Aren't nations made up of individuals? Aren't nations led by individuals? Aren't individuals destroying individuals? Are individuals destroying themselves? By destroying the individual isn't the honor and patriotism attributed to nationalism also destroyed? Somewhere along the line man has assigned himself the title of "the noblest form of existence known in all creation." I wonder.

All of this seems to be self-evident. I apologize to any reader who has been waiting for my conclusion or solution. I have nothing more to offer. I can't seem to come to a logical and sensible conclusion or solution as so many other writers have "blessed" done. My only consolation is that none of their conclusions or solutions are going to bring about a change either. At least my questions don't pretend to solve anything.

E.J. Scannell
Student Activities Calendar

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1967
Senate Meeting, 3:30-5:00 p.m., 208 Admin. Building.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1967
University Players Rehearsal, 3:00-5:00 p.m., Room 208, Benton Hall.
Student Union Board Film Series "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof," 8:00 p.m., 105 Benton Hall, FREE
Student Court, 3:30-5:30 p.m., 208 Admin. Building.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1967
Education Forum: Guest-speaker Dr. Carl L. Byerly, 9:30 a.m., Room 120 Benton Hall, $3.00 fee.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1967
Alpha Xi Delta Mother-Daughter Tea, 10 a.m., Student Lounge, Benton Hall.
Sigma Kappa Phi Alpha Meeting, 7-10 p.m., Student Activities Building.
University Players Rehearsal, 1-5 p.m., 105 Benton Hall.
Sunday Union Music Recital, 105 Benton Hall, 8 p.m., Admission Free.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1967
University Players Rehearsal, 3:30-5:30 p.m., Room 114, Benton Hall.
Delta Sigma Chi Fraternity Meeting, 7-10 p.m., 208 Admin. Building.
Organizational Meeting of the Radio Club, 7-10 p.m., 208 Admin. Building.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1967
University Players Rehearsal, 12:00 noon-4 p.m., Room 112 Benton Hall, 3:30-5:30 105 Benton Hall
Meeting of Executive Board of Free Press, 11 a.m., 2144, 208 Administrative Building.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1967
University Players Rehearsal, 3:30-5:30 p.m., 115 Benton Hall.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1967
Sophomore Class Meeting, 9:30 - 11:30 a.m., Room 208 Admin. Building.
12:00 noon-3:00 p.m., Room 208 Admin. Building.
Senate Rehearsal 3:30-7:00 p.m., Room 208 Admin. Building.

Eddie Bracken at American

Robert Anderson's sex comedy, "You Can't Hear Us When the Water's Running," will open at the American Wednesday matinee, Dec. 6, for a two-week run. The play is a Broadway hit, now in its thirty-eight week there. The role conversed in the genial Irishman, Eddie Bracken, who has toured the United States in more than 20 productions in the last 15 years. Bracken as a child actor played the insufferable Little Rich Boy in "Snow White.

Any Senior interested in applying for the vacant Senior Senate seat should see Mike Hughes, or Bill Zimbalist as soon as possible.

Did you know that Newman has discussions every Thursday Night at 8:00 p.m.? Mass Times: 10-11 noon 1-2

Normandy Shopping Center
23 Stores To Serve You
Lucas Hunt
And Natural Bridge

Are you looking for the kind of status symbol that will let people know that you are not just a high school kid any more? The kind of car that lets you feel like you are driving instead of just riding?

Look into the MG-B!

Tom King, Campus Representative Continental Cars - New & Used Sports Cars
TE 1-5614 or see me at Newman House

Profile: Mary Killenberg

By Don Schwalke

Mary Killenberg is a twenty-one year old senior majoring in English. When not occupied with her studies, she enjoys "many things that show they're not responsibly done" and she could approve of any of them. If they are to be a popular vote she hopes that every student will concern himself with obtaining a copy of the little book of the S.A. office and read it carefully.

While discussing the cooperation between the administration and Student Government. She mentioned there were no real problems because "both are working for the same goals." She feels as long as the channels of communication remain open there will be no serious conflict. No opposition has been compelled to the administration on any reasonable issues and Mary does not believe there will be, providing the latter position can be presented. Mary believes that problems result when a split develops between administration and students because of a university's size, but she is optimistic that trouble will not arise at this time.

If the present system of communication is retained, she emphasizes, students must voice their opinions and the representatives should solicit opinions from students to be aware of the prevailing student attitude.

I asked her opinion of the "Current" and she said it was "doing very well." Although she would like to see more "depth reporting." She mentioned the "Current" would be very helpful if it would contain articles on issues concerning the university. She would like to see the "Current" cover all problems and conditions that affect UMSL. Mary said that she would like to see the "Current" go on after news items, conduct its own investigations and present its conclusions. She feels that although the "Current" is an "invaluable tool" she would possibly investigate the same topics, the "Current" could do so more thoroughly and with less effort.

Can Goods Drive

Can you spare a can of food so that somebody might have a decent meal on Christmas Day? APO and Angel Flight are sponsoring a couple drive which will run from December 1st through the Dec. 15th. Bring any contribution to the Student Association Office in the Old Building.

Winterland Ice Skating Ring

Open Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday - 8:00-10:00 p.m.
Sunday - 11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Price: Adults $1.00, Children 60 cents

Winterland Ice Skating Ring

Open Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday - 8:00-10:00 p.m.
Sunday - 11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Price: Adults $1.00, Children 60 cents

Instruction Classes
Every Saturday
Reserve your spot now.
Seek Revenge

Cagers Go Against E. Illinois Saturday

Saturday night the Rivermen will be looking for revenge against Eastern Illinois University, when they take on the Panthers at Concordia Seminary at 8:00 p.m. Last year Eastern Illinois beat UMSL by 13 points, 65-52, and according to Coach Smith, should be tough this year because they will have four starters back this year from last year's team. Their record last year was 6-18.

"The Panthers are under a new coach, John Calip, and are a fast break, pressure defense team," said Coach Smith. "Last year they played a 'power' basketball against us, with aggressive rebounding and defense. This year, according to their press releases, their new coach is making some changes in their style of play, and he has an experienced team to work with."

Alumni Night

UMSL's first Alumni Night will take place on Saturday, December 2 at Concordia Gym. At 8:15, a team of UMSL alumni, coached by Brian Bass, will take on the Rivermen Junior Varsity, while at 8:30 the varsity squad will take on the Panthers of Eastern Illinois University. During half-time of the varsity game, the Alumni Association will present a banner to the Rivermen.

UMSL's newly-formed pep band will make its first appearance since "Meet the Rivermen" night, and at halftime, the "Pink Panthers," a girls' drill team from Eastern Illinois University will perform.

Date Night

At Kiel

Announced

The St. Louis Hawks College Date Night will take place on Friday, December 8. At 6:15, the UMSL Rivermen will take on the Bearcats of McKendree College, while at 8:15, the Hawks will meet the Cincinnati Royals. Following the Hawks' game, Count Basie and his Orchestra will play for dancing. Regular $3.50 tickets are on sale at the Cashier's Office at two for $6.50, College night tickets will not be sold at the gate; they must be bought in advance.

Game Fish

For

Lake Stock

Bass, Blue Gill

and Channel Cat

Central States

Fisheries

Box 1, Palmy, Mo.

Call 662-2202 Foley

McDonald's

Look for the golden arches

WHERE QUALITY STARTS FRESH

EVERY DAY

NOW SHOWING

Cinemathque 70

Underground Films

Nightly except Mondays, 8 p.m.; Matinees Sat., Sun., 2 p.m.

Admission $2.50. Students $1.50 — Call JE 4-2070 for tickets.

Suggested for adult audiences